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Just over one year ago, after several years of halfhearted
attempts, Harris finally graduated from Oberlin College,
a small, notoriously radical non-university located in
northeast Ohio. Immediately upon graduation he took
up employment in Oberlin’s Office of Communications,
where he has a job title with too many U’s in it and for
which he employs students to do menial tasks for low
wages. His diet this year consisted mostly of cheese and
starch, but as a new year’s resolution, he has determined
to eat a carrot instead when the urge to eat something
salty and fatty strikes him. He lives across the kitchen
from the elder Plaut sibling. Occasionally they meet in
the middle, around the toaster oven. In his spare time he
trudges through Infinite Jest, reads young adult novels
aloud, plays artistically disturbing video games, engages
in a hobby of increasingly mediocre photography, and
splits atoms by hand—a process of his own invention,
which requires only a pair of needle nose pliers, dryer
lint, and a shot of fine bourbon.
Naomi is in her second year at Oberlin College, a
private liberal arts institution in the American Heartland
where she is majoring in Mathematics and minoring
in Computer Science. She is working both as a tour
guide and for the UI/UX Developer in the Office of
Communications. Last semester she was a Food Safety
Coordinator in her co-op, so she knows all about health
code, and in October she was the first female American
astronaut with an interest in education to land on
Neptune. This semester she is organizing a workshop for
the swing dance club, and another side project, bringing
about world peace, is expected to be completed by mid2013. She lives in the inner room of South 363, which
she does occasionally clean, with Lawrence Ferdinand,
her stuffed octopus; Friend, who is probably some sort
of daffodil; and her pet dinosaur, who prefers not to
be named.

Ben is majoring in Neuroscience at Oberlin College, a
bastion of yippie theology and blasphemy somewhere
on the mainland. He spends all of his time with short
persons and bicycles, and this semester lived with a
one medium person and three four bicycles and one
guitar and twelve penguins in the outer chambers of
South 363. In the fall semester, Ben embarked on a
journey of existential non-self-discovery, developing a
computational model for the relation between string
theory, two stroke engines, and jazz ensembles. Ben’s
journey ended in South 303, the new home base for all
of his future criminal and philanthropic activities. This
year’s harvest of souls was especially rewarding for Ben,
who reaped a high score of 4.7 (SI), margin of terror 0.6,
using his favourite aids: a mint flavoured toothpick, a
#2 Phillips head screwdriver (ratcheted), and a flask of
distilled superstition.
Ma’ayan is working as the SMC at Oberlin College,
Woodstock’s older stepsibling with a penchant for
chickpeas with hot sauce and homemade tofu. What’s an
SMC, you ask? A Smile-Making Communicator, that’s
what! She makes people smile and talk every day about
Oberlin on all their social media channels. She blogs far
too much, creates digital sandwiches, and she vowed to
take at least one photograph a day in 2012. She resides
in Hotel Delightful, the residence of choice for many
weary travelers, and lounges in the shade of the stack of
cookbooks on her desk in the evening. She has a new pet
squirrel, Albus, who has several excellent hats and handknitted scarves. She also discovered how to turn lead
into gold, which has had hidden benefits in the painting
community, as she can now gild old houses at the touch
of her finger.
Wishing you a happy and healthy new year,
Harris, Naomi, Ben, and Ma’ayan

